
70 All credit to the team for much work beyond the call o f duty in removing 
monumental items o f abandoned rubbish from the slopes, in addition to the strictly 
litter collection which was the task set. The Dover Society Project Support Group 
can be well pleased with their role in actually doing something practical to 
remedy a local environment eyesore by participating so effectively in this year’s

AYCLIFFE SCHOOL BEACHCOMBERS 
HELP ENVIRONMENT

Pupils, teachers and members of the PTFA turned out in force to clean up ‘their’ 
beach at Shakespeare Cliff on Friday 20 May, the first day of the Civic Trust/BT 
Environment Week 1994.

Organised by the Dover Society the project was arranged in partnership with 
Aycliffe School and Dover District Council. ‘Caring for the environment is one of 
those important things we emphasise at school’, said Headmaster Mr Sheppard, 
delighted that his school should be involved.
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Approximately sixty volunteers spent 
the afternoon filling bags with rubbish 
collected from the beach. So successful 
were they that the task of removing the 
enormous pile of filled bags to the disposal 
point was considerable.

Teachers Mr Hornsey and Mr Simpson 
accompanied the children who clearly en
joyed their outing to the beach as a prac
tical extension to their environmental stud
ies at school. It was also pleasing to know 
that in carrying out this project they were 
joining thousands of others nationwide 
who were also taking part in Environment 
Week and doing something useful to im
prove their local environment. As far as 
endurance is concerned we adults seemed 
to suffer more (with the exception of the 
ladies!), in the heavy going on the pebbles, 
than the children who bounced along 
effortlessly throughout. No doubt, how
ever, that they also slept well that night! 

The Chairman of the Projects Sub-Committee, representing the Dover Society, 
thanked Aycliffe School and congratulated it on its big effort for the 
environment and in recognition of the occasion presented the school with 
the Society‘s framed certificate, which was received by Becky Rose on behalf 
of her fellow pupils.
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